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ABSTRACT: 

In the last declining years, cloud computing is instituted as internet-based computation to offload 
massive computing to remote servers and offer on request network access to a shared pool of 
customizable servers, memory storage, networks, and applications by interlink physical and virtual 
appliances. Cloud computing has arisen as a novel trend in VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol 
technology). It enables and helps in reaching high availability to perform scalable and secure VoIP 
systems, share knowledge, and storage wide knowledge effectively. The usage of the cloud appends 
some other perspective to these subjects with the load balancing of virtual machines because of the 
uninterrupted usage of the minimal IP routing upon the same destination. Furthermore, the utilization 
of customary equipment, protocols, and security structures that cannot sufficiently guard VoIP 
frameworks against recently made malicious assaults like DDoS and others. The goal of this research 
is to provide a scalable and secure Private Cloud phone that relies upon dynamic load balancing to 
allow calls to the recipient by estimating the usage of clustered virtual machines, selecting requests to 
the least loaded VM with the fastest processing time and least load to guarantee null delay, packet 
loss, and best performance. Besides, the proposed framework provided extra techniques to detect 
DDoS attacks and eliminate their risks to this model. The NS2 and Cloud-Sim check systems were 
utilized to join a cluster of SIP Proxy servers in our model. The applied technique draft a checked 
improvement in a few major DDoS parameters; that is, in regards to the detection rate, and usually 
VoIP performance. 
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 ملخص ال

تروفير ىردد نرل الخردنات ل  (الإنترنرت)  شربك  النللونرات الدولير   الحوسرب  السرحابي  ىلر   ظهررت ننظونر الأخيرة ،  في السنوات  

وتحسريل ددا  الخرواد  الرئيسري  واسرتموا نروارد الحاسوبي  النتكانل  دول التقيد بالنوارد النحلي  بهرد  التيسرير ىلر  النسرتخد  ، 

 فكررة انشرا  النكالنرات ىبرر  التطبيقات ىل طريق ربط الأجهزة النادي  والافتراضي . نشأتقدي  افضا  ت ، ووتخزيل الذاكرة  الشبك   

لتطوير تقنيات النكالنرات والاتارالات وتحسريل خردناتها بردلا نرل اسرتخدا    بروتوكوا الإنترنتف   الحوسب  السحابي  كإتجاه جديد  

، وقياسري تطروير ودننر  تقنيات الاوت أكثر   نظن لأ أفضا ي الواوا لأدا . فهي تنكل وتساىد فالطرق التقليدي  ف  تلك الأنظن 

نرل خرر  الأ النحددات ببلض ننظون  الحوسب  السحابي استخدا   يرتبط. فلال تخزيل نع توفير سلات ،    للنستخديلنشارك   وأكثر  

. ننرا أظهرر ضررورة ترأنيل تلرك الأجهرزة  IPكهد  للنستخدنيل لتحقيق تلك النكالنرات نرل خروا افتراضي   أجهزة    استخدا   بينها

ننظونر  النكالنرات ىبرر  ىووة ىل  ذلك ، استخدا  النلدات والبروتوكولات والهياكا الأنني  النلترادة التري لا ينكنهرا حناير  أطرر

ننظونر  هرو تروفير  البحرثوغيرها. الهد  نل هذه  DDoS بشكا كا  ضد الهجنات الخبيث  التي ت  إجراؤها نؤخرًا نثا الانترنت

تلرك وازنر  الحنرا الردينانيكي للسرنا  ب ن نرل خروا  قابرا للتطروير ودننر ىبر الحوسب  السرحابي  الخاار  بروزارة الداخلير   هوات 

أسرع وقت للنلالجر   ، الأقا تحنيوً نع  تقديل نظا  نتطور لتوايا النكالنات للخاد  النناسبلنستل  نل خوا  ل  للواوالنكالنات  ا

. إل  جانب ذلرك ، ننا يسها ف  الواوا لنلدلات ادا  ىالي ،    لحز  الاوتفقدال  وتقليا  ،    ىد  تأخير النكالن وأقا حنا لضنال  

-Cloud و NS2 والقضا  ىل  نخاطرها ىل  هذا الننوذج. ت  استخدا  أنظن  فحر  DDoS تقنيات إضافي  لاكتشا  هجنات تقدي 

Sim  إل  نجنوى  نل خواد  لونضنا SIP Proxy   بتقدي  نظرا  جديرد قياسر  ونرؤنل تملرب ىلر  في ننوذجنا. تقو  التقني  النطبق

 الوبات وىيوب فني  بطرق سابق  ت  استخدانها ف  نفس النجاا.

  النوزى  , توزيع نكالنات ىبر بروتوكوا الانترنت , الحوسب  السحابي  , خواد  الهوات , رفض الخدنات الكلمات المفتاحية :

 الأحناا 

INTRODUCTION 

Clouds are a big pool of smoothly serviceable and available virtualized resources (such as hardware, 
establishment platforms, and/or infrastructure). Due to The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), the five vital characteristic features of Cloud are on request self-service, 
extensive network admission, resource sharing, quick flexibility, and gauged servicing. Eventually, the 
catalog four potential utilization models for cloud computing: private cloud, community cloud, public 
cloud, and hybrid cloud [1]. There are three primary kinds of Clouds. The Public Cloud drive on an 
embankment of virtual servers situated off-site, and the resources are joint by several customers and 
consulted via the wideband. A Private Cloud is typically functioning in-house and occurs rear the 
institution firewall [2]. Resources of Private Clouds are not shared out by any other reception. A 
Hybrid Cloud is a combining of resources outsourced to third parties, with the majority of the data 
banking and framework outstanding at household, rear the security of a trusted firewall. Infrastructure 
as a Service (IAAS), Platform as a Service (PAAS), and Software as a Service (SAAS) are the three 
major layers of Cloud computing systems. Cloud computing faces many challenges such as security, 
effective load balancing, performance monitoring, consistency, resource scheduling, scalability, 
quality of service management, virtual machine migration, fault tolerance, server integration, and high 
availability [3].  
Load balancing is a process to accomplish proficient utilization of resources by reassigning an 
absolute load of individual cluster nodes and to improve task response time, which is a significant 
issue, and disseminates the workload across numerous nodes to guarantee that no single resource is 
overloaded or not utilized totally [4]. There are several major objectives of load balancing such as 
Cost-effectiveness, Scalability and flexibility, Priority, Avoiding bottlenecks, reducing response time, 
increasing the performance significantly, Keeping the system stable, and Load balancing strategies [5]. 
There are two fundamental types of Load balancing. The first type is static load balancing which is 
characterized by the design of the framework. System pre-knowledge is already known. The principal 
disadvantage of this type is that it does not take the status of the framework while settling on 
assignment choices, which has a major impact on the overall performance of the system. The second 
type is dynamic load balancing which measures only the status of the framework during load-
balancing choices to allocate the calls to the lighter servers. There are distributed and centralized 
dynamic load balancing [6].  
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Voice over IP (VoIP) implies voice is transmitted over a digital network. A cloud phone system is a 
communication environment where applications stay on the cloud/remote site kept up, oversaw by the 
telephone service provider, and meet all of the earnest necessities of customers. Since VoIP utilizes 
packets, more data can be transmitted over the network to help and upgrade communication needs 
when compared with traditional communication strategies. Cloud phone faces challenges like security, 
flexibility, and reliability [8]. VoIP signal is transformed into the digital structure by an analog-to-
digital converter, voice data is packetized, and encoded preceding transmission of the signal at the 
sender has appeared in Fig.1. Fig.2 illustrates the structure of VoIP packet [7]. 

Fig. 1: VoIP Digitizing and Packetizing  

Fig.2: VoIP packet format  

Fig. 3: Basic SIP Operation 

SIP operation comprises two SIP telephones utilizing a SIP proxy server to route calls to obscure 
destinations. Caller telephone (Alice) begins by sending an 'INVITE' request to the callee telephone 
(Bob) including SDP data for the mentioned session type. Since it doesn't know the first thing about 
the IP address of the callee phone, it passes on the signal to the proxy server that sends a '100 trying' 
response back to the guest phone disclosing to it that the proxy server is endeavoring to route the call. 
The proxy server sends the 'INVITE' request from caller telephone to callee telephone that begins to 
ring in the wake of connecting with the Registrar server to know the subtleties and the location of the 
callee, and afterward telling the client of an incoming call. Callee telephone sends a '180 RINGING' 
response back to the caller telephone through the proxy server and the caller telephone likewise begins 
to ring, showing that the call is being set up. At the point when the callee lifts the handset and answers 
the call, the callee telephone sends a'200 OK' response to the caller telephone employing the proxy. 
The '200 OK' message contains the SDP media description that notices to the guest phone what kind of 
media meeting that the callee phone can manage for the call. The guest phone sends an 'ACK' message 
clearly to the callee phone and the bidirectional RTP media stream is set up enabling guest and callee 
to converse with each other. At the point when the discussion is finished by any of the members, the 
ending gathering's telephone sends a 'BYE' request to the next part which response with a '200 OK' 
message that ends the RTP stream, and the call is ended. See Fig.3 [7]. 
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Cloud phones have various benefits such as fewer infrastructure management headaches and expenses, 
portable Connection, Greater control, Outstanding Reliability, Scalability, Integration with clients, 
easy Software, Desktop, and Mobile Applications, Increased productivity, Enhanced usefulness, QoS 
Parameters of VoIP Traffic. Etc. VoIP signals are changed and transferred over into IP packets that 
may go over many networks access points. Along these lines, the data is introduced to various 
potential attack centers that can be used to catch hackers. All the security hazards related to IP, for 
example, PC infections, Denial of Service, and man-in-the-middle attacks are dangerous to VoIP 
systems. The effects of VoIP attacks can go from inferior quality of service to general setback (in any 
case called call dropping) for help. There are four main types of VoIP attacks: Attacks against 
availability, Attacks against confidentiality, Attacks against Integrity, and Attacks against social 
context [9]. 

1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1. Dynamic Methods for Load Balancing in Cloud Computing  
Nikita Haryani A et AL [10]. proposed a distributed dynamic load-balancing algorithm based on 
measuring the current workload at each node. It checks the counter variable of every server node and 
virtual machine.  The counter variable is the number of requests to access the cloud VoIP application 
that the particular server node is currently handling. Then, it transfers the load by choosing the 
minimum value of the counter variable. This strategy has several disadvantages: The discretionary 
transfer of load causes some servers to be seriously loaded while various servers are gently loaded. 
The system could not distribute the load correspondingly which doesn't improve the performance or 
decrease the time delay. The response to request ratio is not considered. The approach did not take into 
consideration the parameters of response time and the processor utilization, which have, remarkable 
on the total performance not only the load on each virtual node. 
Anita et al [11]. recommended a Centralized dynamic load balancing Technique dependent on the 
dispatcher. It verifies the incoming VoIP request data according to which a specific server providing 
that service is allocated.  They rank the Web services based on the highest hit rate of the service. 
When it receives requests from users, it keeps incoming requests in a queue. It analyzes the type of 
content requested, gets a list of clusters, and searches the content matching ranking cluster.  It finds the 
load status of each server and locates the server with a minimum load.  This methodology has several 
disadvantages.  It prompts a particular overhead on the dispatcher. The content-based framework takes 
additional time than a non-content-based framework to serve the requests. It did take into 
consideration the parameters of response time and the processor usage, not only the load on each 
virtual node. 
Sunny Nandwani et al [12]. presented a weight-based data center selection algorithm that assigns 
weights to each data center, depending on the number of VMs. The results gave that the data center 
with fewer numbers gives better performance. The results show that the cost of this algorithm has a 
negligible difference with random selection is done in service proximity-based routing. This policy has 
several disadvantages. Improving the financial cost and power consumption is still to be researched 
and improved especially with the expected increase of VMs. The proposed policy requires further 
improvements especially in the case of variable DC’s cost or power consumptions. 
Venkateshwarlu Velde et al [13]. proposed an optimized weighted round-robin approach.  The tasks 
running in VMs in cloud computing may be of two different types. They are pre-emptive and non-
preemptive.  Preemptive tasks are released automatically when the given time is over in a round-robin 
fashion.  In non-preemptive tasks, it is difficult to force a process to stop work on the task and release 
control, which causes a problem for smooth running.  They designed a scheduler that has its own logic 
to assign tasks to VMs appropriately. The load balancer migrates tasks from a heavily loaded VM to a 
lighter VM. When there are non-preemptive dependent tasks, it handles them properly without the 
need for migrating to other VM. The approach has some defects: It did not enhance interesting 
parameters which if they were taken into consideration in the provided algorithm that would improve 
more and more in the performance of the system resources. Randomly migration of loaded VM to any 
non-loaded VM causes some servers to heavily load more than the other. The approach did not take 
into consideration some other parameters like response time and processing utilization. 
Mohammad Alhihi et al [14]. utilized the Multi-Path labeling framework Traffic Engineering that uses 
encapsulated fixed-length labels to specify the optimum number of independent shortest paths. They 
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proposed a way for finding the set of shortest paths based on the mathematical concepts. This method 
has cons: First, Lack of Total Control–The service provider needs to configure the general networks. 
There is a need to work alongside the provider in routing MPLS traffic. MPLS does not permit having 
absolute control of the network. Besides, Expensive – Since MPLS can cost more than Ethernet. 
Faritha Banu et al [15]. designed an algorithm for load balancing to manage the Flow classification. 
When the stream goes into the MPLS edge node, the MPLS packet classifier recognizes the label field, 
expecting the name is not assigned. The Flow classification algorithm considers the threshold value 
for packet loss rate, and stream arrival rate. There are likewise a few downsides to utilizing MPLS. 
Initially, MPLS is streamlined for highlight point availability as it were. They are not ideal for cloud 
clients. We cannot straightforwardly get to SaaS or cloud applications with MPLS. Second, MPLS 
will set aside a long effort to send distinctive data centers on the world. MPLS likewise requires WAN 
improvement for streamlining its delivery, which will include additional costs on top of the old 
expense. 
Jorge M. Cortés-Mendoza et al [16]. dissected genuine data assembled during one month of MIXvoip 
association service to oversee realistic VoIP cloud conditions. It was showed that load-aware strategy 
with expectations strategies outperforms the realized ones giving reasonable quality of service and 
lower cost. Call allocation strategies are grouped by the type and amount of information used for 
allocation: (1) knowledge-free (KF), (2) utilization-aware (UA), (3) time-aware (TA), and (4) load-
aware (LA). One of the cons of this approach, the authors did not combine these strategies together to 
improving the VoIP parameters. 
 
1.2.Methods for protecting VoIP systems against malicious attacks 
Abualhaj et al [17].  proposed architecture would put the SIP server on Microsoft Azure's cloud with 
security layer protection addressed by IPS that reject pernicious traffic before passing to the SIP 
server. This methodology has a few disadvantages. First, it negatively affects the performance of the 
SIP VoIP server. Furthermore, it forced an extra traffic delay. Third, the bottleneck occurred in the call 
signaling. Fourth, Other VoIP signaling protocols, for example, Inter-Asterisk eXchange (IAX) and 
H323 in the cloud have not been compared and the security layer protection. Finally, they should 
unmistakably depict the design architecture methodologies used in the original copy. 
Kolhar et al [18]. completed a VoIP application on a VM on Microsoft Azure Cloud. The firewall was 
used and Intrusion Detection System (IDS) was presented on SIP Proxy Server, to analyze and get 
risks against it as parts of the Proxy server. The technique brought about some flaws such as, the deep 
detection and reduction technology DDOS not mentioned, moreover they used anti-virus software that 
could not detect all viruses and they did not explain how to program gateways to accept network 
traffic of certified IDS agents working with SIP clients on the customer site. This methodology may 
suit few VoIP clients but not an enormous number of clients or calls. 
Chauhan et al [19]. recommended installing big data for Machine learning to make a dataset 
addressing SIP traffic in reality with countless RTP packets in online protection solutions for 
mechanizing DDOS discovery in SIP-based VoIP networks, recognize anomalies from typical traffic, 
diminish detection times, stay away from bogus recognitions, address failover and gives custom-fitted 
load balancing. This original copy contains numerous muddled focuses. The program utilized in the 
exploration was not formed as clear strides for the directions utilized. The recently referenced strategy 
is questionable and has not been clarified. The author has not referenced any issues with the 
procedures for introducing big data for AI. The dataset did not have clear properties. DDOS detection 
in SIP-based VoIP networks did not have specific parameters. The specific measure of location time 
was not referenced. The avoidance of false detection and its strategies were not recognized. The load 
balancing was planned without the depiction of its highlights, types, methods, norms ... and so forth. 
Jeyanthi and Iyengar et al [20]. advised an entropy-based method to pact with examined VoIP packets, 
over-load identification, and diminish server congestion. They utilized the Hellinger distance to select 
the threshold value, by distinguishing current congestion and standard behavior. Nevertheless, this 
method was regarded as Quick identification and distinction between the assailant and legal users but 
as well, some characteristics have been absent. Individual SIP proxy servers and ADS badly damaged 
the system congestion and overloading the performance. Superior QoS was not provided for time-
sensitive services like that as IP Phone... etc. This method added to the acknowledgment of unusual 
congestion, nevertheless, it came up briefly in a specific context. 
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3CX Phone System [21] is an item-based IP Private Branch Exchange (PBX) that replaces a standard 
PBX and passes on agents the ability to make, get and move calls. The proxy server has a catalog, 
overall/clients, and their corresponding SIP address with the help of the registrar server and hence can 
connect an internal call or route an external call using the VOIP gateway. 3CX has numerous 
deformities if it was installed on individual SIP servers, for example, Failover to some degree 
restricted where the Setting up failover is relatively complicated and fairly limited in performance; it is 
not steady if the amount of the users has been extended; It crashes and call dropping and it is critical to 
restarting it; 3CX offers very little customization outside of the UI, and normally telephone framework 
supervisors will be essentially incapable to perform more-complex call routing; dynamic outbound 
routes are just unrealistic outside of the overly-simple Outbound Routes tab, and agents are limited to 
just prefix, length of destination, and from extension; SIP service (SRV) records are broken and not 
agreeable with the SIP RFC. 
 
2. Proposed Framework 

2.1.Problem statement 
Installing scalable VoIP implies expanding the clients through the network, anyway adequate business, 
service, network, and component the board devices and cycles are not accessible. One of the 
difficulties seems when the current VM needs more resources to proceed with arriving calls and 
placing the calls into a queue, waiting for available resources. We solved this challenge by designing 
and installing a Sophisticated Cloud phone on the private Cloud of the Main data center of the 
Egyptian ministry of interior EMOI to foster structure and empowering intranet calls frameworks 
among various sectors, and directorates. Another challenge appeared that the proposed framework 
needs to be protected against probable attacks and hackers particularly Since SIP is utilized on the 
public Internet. A massive need for the provision to design a model to detect these assaults, especially 
DDoS attacks. Besides, the Quality-of-service necessity of VoIP does not limit the processing time of 
packets by these security measures remarkable limit. 

2.2.Framework Overview 
The initial structure of our proposed cloud phone on the Private Cloud of EMOI depends on the 
utilization of a few clustered SIP servers as demonstrated in Fig 4. It utilizes a 3CX cloud phone 
consists of eight nodes each has a 3CX running process with the unique IP address that is utilized by 
end clients to an interface. See Fig. 5 

 

Fig.4: Proposed framework infrastructure and components  
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a) 3CX Server home page                                b) 3CX web client (smart phone) 

Fig. 5: Proposed Cloud Phone application interface 

 

Our proposed system architecture consists of three stages: In the first stage, before any User-agent 
requests to start communication with another client, each client ought to enroll with a Registrar server. 
Node number 10 beginnings the connection with Node number 0 by sending INVITE Request. The 
connection request shows up at the SIP proxy server Node 4 from Node 10, which contains the logical 
SIP address to the target N10.SIP server Node 4 demands the information from the SIP Location 
server Node 2 for the physical area of the goal. The proxy server settles the resulting address into an IP 
address from the DNS SIP server Node 6. The proxy server Node 14 sends a request to the callee 
using the target IP address. The callee responds to the SIP proxy server Node 14 with a response 
determining if the request is recognized and sends its response back to the Proxy server, who along 
these lines passes this response back to the visitor. The visitor develops a direct RTP connection with 
the callee and starts a connection with it. The connection request of the visitor arrives at the proxy 
server of its space, containing the target SIP address of the callee. Essentially, when user-agent have 
begun a session with one another, they become user-agent customers and user-agent servers to one 
another and can invite additional individuals into the session. In The second stage, the assailant 
attempts to enroll himself as the targeted VoIP client. Every one of the incoming calls to the victim 
VoIP client will be routed to the VoIP telephone of the aggressor rather than the victim's VoIP 
telephone. The proposed outline figures the traffic limit to estimate if there is strange traffic or not for 
identifying these assaults. In the third stage, the proxy-clustered nodes were denied admittance to 
authentic packets due to spamming of DDOS assault packets. At that point, real packets are dropped 
because they failed to arrive at the objective SIP server. 

2.3.Framework architecture 
The implementation of our Cloud phone framework was checked and tested through CLOUDSIM and 
NS2. It consists of 23 nodes, which can be expanded further as demonstrated in fig 4. The vital 
function of these nodes is clarified as follows: Clustered SIP servers: Node 1, 2, 5, and 6. act as 
centralized dynamic load balancers. The victim is node 5, and ADS (anomalies detection system) is 
node 3 Clustered Proxy servers: Node 3, 4, 13, and 14. SIP UA: Node: 0, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, and 21. 
DDOS Attacker: Node 15, 16. Attack Packets: Red-colored Packets Legitimate with INVITE flood 
traffic generator situated in a remote location to destruct network resources. Legal Packets: Black-
colored Packets. Dummy Destination: Node 22 - This is to redirect the attack packets reaching the 
server. Routers: Node 8, 7, 18, and 19 with wide area network emulator by installing NIST Net. Our 
proposed framework computes normal network conduct utilizing standard Hellinger distance 
equations to decide threshold value by observing the next period. The threshold value is a considered 
performance measure because the small values of this parameter helps in quick assaults detection.  If 
there is any deviation in normal conduct or over-load, our module will recognize it. Our method 
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compares the current following conduct to the normal conduct and packet assault detection. With an 
INVITE alarm, a DDOS assault is recognized if the protocol conduct distance surpasses the threshold 
value, see Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6: Flowchart of the proposed software implementation 

3. INSTALLATION AND SIMULATION 

3.1.Implementation   
Our framework is based on the usage of the Ubuntu Linux server as contextual analysis. The server 
was installed with Ubuntu Linux 14.04 operating system with NS2 version 6 and CloudSim 3.0.3 for 
testing and simulation. A wide area network emulator (NIST Net) was installed on a Linux server to 
create virtual routers connected to enterprise networks and SIP servers. CloudSim package was 
installed, unpacked, and add it to the Java class-path and it is fit to be used.  

3.2.Framework Simulation 
There are two languages are utilized for NS2, TCL tool command language as front end and C++ as 
back end, and one language is utilized for CloudSim, Java as back end. Also, writes in TCL script. 
They are interpreted by a network simulator and give two output files are NAM and TR files. NAM is 
for visual animation of the output and TR is the enormous text trace file comprised of the simulation 
results. 

3.2.1 Call Allocation Simulation  
CPU-utilization procedures were examined first. Second, time-awareness procedures were simulated 
when these procedures consider the specific time of VM provisioning. Finally, load-aware adaptations 
were examined when methodologies think about loads of VMs and their varieties. Eventually, a plan 
of another strategy was contributed to improving the performance by limiting the call delay and the 
billing hour's expenses as considered performance measures. The least call delay positively affects the 
QoS overall system. On the side, Small numbers of billing hours aid in improving call allocation and 
mitigate its waiting in the queue. In order to assess their robustness, we consolidate to all techniques 
eight StUp delays: 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315 seconds as experiments. To accomplish best 
load balancing, consolidating three fundamental techniques: Utilization awareness (UA), Time 
awareness (TA), and Load awareness (LA) were combined and applied as opposed to applying just a 
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single strategy as past ways to fulfill better performance. This method contributed to improving 
designations of VoIP calls by assigning job j to VM with nearest processing finish time, which has the 
least CPU usage left that utilizes the minimal periods of x seconds to measure future load. Best 
outcomes were accomplished when contrasted with the five procedures Ffit (Allocate job to the first 
VM capable to execute it), Bfit (Allocate job to VM with the smallest utilization left), Wfit (Allocate 
job to VM with the largest utilization left), Rand (Allocate job to VM randomly), and RR (Allocate 
job to VM using Round Robin). 

First, to examine CPU Utilization awareness, we assessed the performance of five strategies compared 
to our proposed technique. Six workloads were analyzed and simulated; each incorporates phone calls 
made during one day in six distinct days with various workloads every day. The results showed that 
our technique uses about 10.5 billing hours, while Rand, RR, and WFit use about 17 billing hours, 
Other outcomes showed that our framework has the least billing hours 16.2 billing hours on average, 
on the other side Rand strategy had the worst strategy equal to 22.5 billing hours on average. See 
Figs.7, 8. 

Fig. 7: the number of billing hours during six days (UA Strategy) 

 

Fig. 8: Average billing hours per day (UA Strategy) 

Fig. 9 shows an illustration of the number of billing hours during a day. The greatest number of VMs 
running during top hours is 4 VMs only, which is lower than past approaches. 

Fig9: Illustration of the number of billing hours during a day (UA Strategy) 

Second, to examine the Time-aware strategy, we conducted experiments including twenty-three 
techniques furthermore, our proposed framework to be assessed by using cloudsim: BFit, FFit, 
MaxFTFit, MidFTFit, MinFTFit, Rand, and RR, and WFit, three time-aware versions of BFit, FFit, 
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Rand, RR, and WFit. Fig. 10 shows the Billing Hours (b'), degradation versus StUps. It was noticed 
that our methodology achieved the best performance compared to the other techniques.  The most 
noticeably terrible techniques are MinFTFit and WFit. Fig 11 demonstrates that the best average Calls 
to Queue (c') is about 2 in a day during 6 days for our technique DA-VoIP-LB, and on the other side 
the average calls for MaxFTFit in a day are about 4 for 6 days (the worst strategy) with StUp equals 
315 sec. Our proposed technique aims to improve the performance by limiting the daily average 
number of billing hours and mitigating the number of holding up calls in the queue. 

Fig. 10: billing hour's degradation (TA Strategy) 

Third, to examine the Load-aware strategy, Twenty-four procedures with four predictions were 
assessed and tested, time intervals each 10, 20, 30, and StUp (time interval is equivalent to startup 
time delay). Our proposed method with four predictions was compared to four previous methods BFit, 
WFit, RR, and Rand. It was seen that our methodology gave a better performance with average calls to 
Queue (c') is around 1 per day, and the most noticeably awful are WFit_s10, WFit_s20, and WFit_s30.  

Fig. 11: average calls to a queue (UA Strategy) 

The average Calls to Queue (c') is around 2.5 per day for the worst methodology BFit_stUp with StUp 
approaches 315 sec, see Fig. 12. Fig. 13 means the billing hour’s degradation. 
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Fig. 12: average calls to queue (LA Strategy) 

Fig. 13: billing hour’s degradation (LA Strategy) 

 

In table 1, Position b' depends on the billing hours degradation. Position c' alludes to the position 
concerning the calls to the queue. The position is the position-dependent on the averaging two 
rankings. When our methodology was applied to dispense job j to VM, which has the nearest complete 
time, and least CPU usage with 10, 20, and 30-sec intervals to anticipate the load, the outcomes were 
superior to past outcomes when compared with the referenced five strategies. 

Table 1: Comparison between degradation parameters of DA-VoIP-LB and BFit 

Strategy Deg_ b' Deg_ c' 

BFit 0.0214 0.1642 

BFit_stUp 0.0073 0.5547 

BFit_s10 0.0190 0.1542 

BFit_s20 0.0160 0.1791 

DA-VoIP-LB 0.0080 0.0009 

 
4.2.2 Simulation For Protecting Proposed Framework  
VoIP packets are produced at the client-side following a Poisson distribution i.e. the packets follow 
exponential arrival rate on the servers, the packets have varying lengths and the lengths are simulated 
by the exponential distribution. Latency (propagation delay) was set to 100 MS per link, 0.5Mbps link 
speed in a fixed Bandwidth, and the packet loss rate to 0.42% in our tests as default values. Each link 
has the same length and each link offers an equivalent service. Each link is using 100 Mbps Ethernet. 
Python code was set up through the environment of the proposed framework, pass some of the vital 
capacities, and run the simulation. NS2 was utilized to create VoIP traffic before any unusual traffic. It 
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was deduced in some of the past approaches that ADS (Anomaly Detection sensor) is time-consuming 
to analyze both incoming and normal traffic profiles, which harm the performance. ADS was installed 
on the same SIP 4 proxy node to diminish time and network traffic utilization, utilize network 
resources, and accomplish high accessibility. ADS monitors both tracking of signals between UAs and 
the SIP proxy cluster nodes.  
The initial five minutes show normal behavior and toward the beginning of the fifth minute, there is a 
horde of call demands. Note that toward the finish of 5.40th min, the distance starts to climb and 
arrives at a maximum of 0.043 at 5.60th min. At a higher rate, the dropping or retransmission of a few 
packets is covered up and does not bring about any noticeable deviation. During the INVITE alert, if 
the protocol behavior distance stays less than the threshold value of (µ +8 × σ = 1.841×10−3+8× 
(5.40×10−3) ≈ 43×10−3) at that point it is a flash crowd event. Toward the beginning of the eighth 
minute of the simulation, the spoofed source IP node assaults the SIP servers. SIP proxy cluster moves 
some INVITE messages of the accepted spoofed INVITE requests toward the objective IP address. 
When the flood rate expands, most of the resources of the node are consumed through spoofed 
demands. Subsequently, SIP servers’ performance degrades once more, demonstrating unstable 
recuperation and debasement conduct. The server was denied admittance to authentic black packets 
because of spamming of RED assault packets. At that point, real packets are dropped due to their 
inability to arrive at the server as demonstrated in Fig. 14. 
 

Fig. 14: DDOS causes severe flooding at server (i.e., server resource unavailable even for legitimate users)

   

4. RESULTS 

This paper presents a new VoIP framework over EMOI Private Cloud. New procedures were taken for 
improving the allocation of the call to achieve scalability. Other techniques were conducted to secure 
this framework by detecting DDOS attacks. Scheduling problems of tending cloud-based VoIP load-
aware scheduling methodologies with VM startup expectations were formed and considered. Billing 
hours were utilized as a parameter to quantify how the calls were balanced on VMs. The outcomes 
showed that our proposed approach has an excellent service putting less than 0.1% of calls to the 
holding up queue all out during six days with the minimum percentage of billing hours in the most 
pessimistic scenario, which is viewed as the best outcome contrasted and comparative techniques. In 
our framework, combining the techniques of load awareness, CPU utilization, and time awareness is a 
key performance metric for VoIP quality of service estimation. It tends to be utilized to follow QoS 
relapses when it increments above a specific threshold, or improvement, when it is below and is useful 
for VoIP QoS issue examining. It was demonstrated that due to these strategies, the performance is 
changing over time, allotment adjusts to these changes. Table 2 shows that our proposal sees more 
subtleties on utilizing Private Cloud phones with enough clustered redundant nodes to accomplish 
high availability and scalability. 
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Table 2: Comparison between SDA-VoIP-LB and similar approaches 

Parameter Our framework Past approaches 

Scalability 
Yes No 

Internet delay 50 MS 50 MS 

Packet loss rate 0.42% 0.42% 

Rate of server’s degradation Low High 

Rate of server’s degradation Slow Quick 

Time to reach maximum of flash crowd At 5.6th min At 6.33th min 

Time to start spoofed invite request At 2.5nd min At 3.1rd min 

Time to reach Top DDOS At 2.7nd min At 3.4rd min 

Maximum of DDOS distance  0.125 0.135 

Packet loss during DDoS occurrence 41% 50% 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we assessed the performance of the proposed cloud phone installed on the private Cloud 
of the Egyptian Ministry of Interior EMOI. The system performed under the 3CX SIP VoIP 
Background, and Cloudsim and NS2 as Model simulation, taking into examination various appraisal 
standards: call installation delay, full delay, MOS scoring, throughput, and queue delay. This paper 
breaks down the highlights of our techniques to improve the detection of DDOS. Our technique 
depends on the utilization of Hellinger Distance to calculate the threshold. Our framework comprises 
user agents, routers, clustered nodes that work as Proxy, registrar, and location SIP servers, which 
accomplishes high availability, quicker, better viable detection of DDOS floods, mitigation of risks 
emerging from malignant assaults, improve connection rates, and limit the delay. It was deducted and 
demonstrated in the wake of finishing the analyses that the number of clients of that model at whatever 
point they extended don't contrarily influence the performance when the proposed call distributions 
methodologies would be applied through the SIP Proxy clustered servers. Scalability was 
accomplished in all pieces of the proposed structure, which is important and significant in such these 
created frameworks particularly in these imperative areas to give quick and secured support to the 
clients. Nevertheless, further investigation is needed to assess its genuine productivity and 
effectiveness in every area. Moreover, dynamic consolidation and load balancing is another significant 
issue to be addressed. 
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